Online job postings have been persistently high compared with pre-pandemic levels (blue line), reflecting heightened labor demand. In contrast, after peaking in 2022, online postings for job recruiters have fallen sharply over the past year and are 20 percent below 2019 levels as of April 2023 (green line). The decline in recruiter postings may suggest that fewer employers are interested in recruiting new workers or that hiring new workers has become easier. Because having fewer recruiters may lead to fewer job openings in the coming months, this decline could signal that the labor market is softening.

See more research from Charting the Economy.
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Notes: The mean online job postings for human resource specialist (recruiter) per month in 2019 was 30,848. Overall online job posting data is from the Conference Board’s Help Wanted Online Index (HWOL). Sources: Lightcast and the Conference Board.